
CS910: Foundations 

of Data Analytics

Clustering



Objectives

 To understand the concept of clustering and clustering methods

 To see different clustering methods and objectives: 

– Furthest point clustering for k-center objective

– Hierarchical agglomerative clustering

– Lloyd’s k-means algorithms for sum of squares objective

– DBSCAN to find clusters based on local density of data points

 To use tools (Weka) to cluster data and study the results

 Recommended reading:

– Chapter 10, 11.1 (Cluster analysis, basic concepts and methods, EM) 
in Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques" (Han, Kamber, Pei)
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Clustering

 Classification learns classes based on labeled training data

 Clustering aims to find classes without labeled examples

– An “unsupervised” learning method

– Place similar items in same group, different items in different groups

 Many different uses for clustering:

– Understand data better: find groups in data

– Identify possible classes that can be predicted by classification

– Extract representative examples from each cluster

– Data reduction: only work with a few examples per cluster

– As preprocessing step: identify outliers

– To split up data: process each cluster on a different machine

– To speed up similarity search: only look within certain clusters
CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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Applications of Clustering

 Biology/genetics: identify similar entities (organisms/genomes)

 Information retrieval: find clusters of similar documents

 Marketing: identify customers with similar behaviour

 Urban planning: organize regions into similar land-use

 Climate: find patterns of weather behaviour

 Sociology: find groups of people with similar views
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An Early Application of Clustering

 John Snow plotted the location of cholera cases on a map 
during an outbreak in the summer of 1854

 His hypothesis was that the disease was carried in water, so 
he plotted location of cases and water pumps, identifying the 
source

Clusters easy to 
identify visually in 
2 dimensions… 
more points and 
higher dimension?
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Clustering Overview

 Clustering has an intuitive appeal

– People often talk informally about “clusters”: ‘cancer clusters’, 
‘disease clusters’ or ‘crime clusters’

 Will define what is meant by clustering, formalize the goals of 
clustering, and give algorithms for clustering data

– Which attributes will be used for the clustering?

– What is an appropriate distance between objects to use?

– What objective should the clustering optimize?

– How many clusters should we aim to find?

– How to evaluate the results?
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Clustering objectives

 Informally: there are items, we want to group them into clusters
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Distance Measurement

 How do we measure distance between points? 
– In 2D plots it is obvious – or is it? 

 Must handle data that is mix of time, text, boolean values…  
– How to weight different attributes?

 Some clustering algorithms assume a certain distance function
– E.g. Many assume Euclidean distance is the measure
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Distances Refresher

 Will use distances that obey the metric rules

– Identity: d(x,y) =0  x=y

– Symmetry: d(x,y) = d(y,x)

– Triangle inequality: d(x,z)  d(x,y) + d(y,z)

 Most distance measurements of interest are metrics: 

– Euclidean distance, ǁx-yǁ2 = √i (xi – yi)
2

– L1 distance (sum of absolute differences) ǁx-yǁ1 =i|xi – yi| 

– L1 distance (maximum absolute difference) ǁx-yǁ = Maxi |xi – yi|

– String edit distance (number of changes to turn one string to another)

– Weighted combinations...
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Clustering Objectives

 Divide data into k clusters C so that

– Inter-cluster distance (between clusters) is large

 The clusters are well-separated

– Intra-cluster distance (within cluster) is small

 The clusters are coherent

 Formalize this into a mathematical optimization objective 

– Eg. Formalize some measure of Inter distance D(C), 
Formalize some measure of Intra distance T(C), 
Try to maximize (D(C) – T(C))

 Finding a good clustering is still often context dependent

Inter

Intra
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Some specific objective functions

 K-centre objective
Pick k points in the space, call these centres

Assign each data point to its closest centre

Minimize the diameter of each cluster: 
maximum distance between pairs of points in the same cluster

 K-medians objective
Pick k points in the space, call these medians

Assign each data point to its closest centre

Minimize the average distance from each point to its closest centre
(or sum of distances)

 K-means objective
Minimize the sum of squared distances between points and 
their closest centre
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Clustering is hard

 For both k-centers and k-medians on distances like 2D Euclidean, 
it is NP-Hard to find best clustering.

– (We only know exponential time algorithms to find them exactly)

– See CS917: Algorithms & Complexity for more information

 Two approaches:

– Look for approximation algorithms with guaranteed quality

 Need to give a formal proof to demonstrate their properties

– Look for heuristic methods that give good results in practice but 
limited or no guarantees 

 May prove some properties, use experiments to show others

 Aim for polynomial time algorithms, O(nc)

– Ideally, as close to linear time as possible
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Approximation for k-centers

 Want to minimize diameter (max dist) of each cluster.
– Pick some point from the data as the first centre. Repeat:

 For each data point, compute its distance dmin from its 
closest centre

 Find the data point that maximizes dmin

 Add this point to the set of centres

– Until k centers are picked

 If we store the current best centre for each point, then each 
pass requires O(1) time to update this for the new centre, 
– (Else O(k) to compare to k centres)

– Total time cost is O(kn) [Gonzalez, 1985]
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c3

c2

c1

ALG:

Select an arbitrary centre c1
Repeat until have k centres

Select the next centre ci+1 to  

be the one furthest from its 

closest centre

Furthest Point Clustering k=4

Slide due to Nina Mishra
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c4

c3

c2

c1

Furthest Point Clustering k=4

Slide due to Nina Mishra
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p

Let d = maxi dist(ci,p)

d

c4

c3

c2

c1

Furthest Point Clustering k=4

Note: Any k-clustering must 
put at least two of these k+1
points in the same cluster.

- the “pigeonhole principle”

Thus: d  OPT diameter

Claim: There exists a set of 
(k+1) points where each pair 
of points is distance d.

- dist(ci,p)  d     for all i
- dist(ci,cj)  d    for all i,j

Slide due to Nina Mishra
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Furthest Point Clustering is 2-approximation

(Outline) proof that the clustering has diameter at most twice 
the optimal diameter:

 After picking k points as centres, find next furthest point p

– Let p’s distance from closest centre = dmin

 We have k+1 points, every pair is separated by at least dmin

– Any clustering into k sets must put some pair in same set, so 
any k-clustering must have diameter dmin

 For any two points allocated to the same centre, they are 
both at distance at most dmin from their closest centre

– So their distance is at most 2dmin, using triangle inequality

 Diameter of any clustering must be at least dmin, and is at 
most 2dmin – so we have a 2 approximation

 Lower bound: NP-hard to guarantee better than 2
CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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Cluster Evaluation

 Harder to evaluate quality of a clustering

– Can measure how well a method does based on its own criteria

– But each method has different objectives

 Can use a (withheld) class attribute to define a “true” clustering

– Assumes that the points cluster well based on class

– Good for evaluating new methods against known data

– Not good for evaluating known methods against new data!

– Study the confusion matrix comparing class to clusters

 Will use the famous “iris” data set to evaluate clustering

– Contains 50 samples from each of three types of iris (flower)

– Measures sepal length, sepal width, petal length, petal width

– In the Weka default data sets as iris.arff
CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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Furthest point clustering in Weka

Scheme:weka.clusterers.FarthestFirst -N 3 -S 1

Relation:     iris

Instances:    150

Attributes:   5

sepallength

sepalwidth

petallength

petalwidth

Ignored:      class

Test mode:Classes to clusters evaluation on training data 

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Cluster centroids:

Cluster 0

7.7 3.0 6.1 2.3

Cluster 1

4.3 3.0 1.1 0.1

Cluster 2

4.9 2.5 4.5 1.7

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0 seconds
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Furthest point clustering evaluation in Weka

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Clustered Instances

0       41 ( 27%)

1       50 ( 33%)

2       59 ( 39%)

Class attribute: class

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

0 50  0 | Iris-setosa

6  0 44 | Iris-versicolor

35  0 15 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-virginica

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-versicolor

Incorrectly clustered instances : 21.0 14      %
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Furthest point clustering evaluation in Weka

Classes to 5 Clusters:

0  1  2  3  4  <-- assigned to cluster

0 36  0 14  0 | Iris-setosa

0  0 20  0 30 | Iris-versicolor

25  0  7  0 18 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-virginica

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 2 <-- No class

Cluster 3 <-- No class

Cluster 4 <-- Iris-versicolor

Incorrectly clustered instances : 59.0 39.3333 %

Classes to 2 Clusters:

0  1  <-- assigned to cluster

0 50 | Iris-setosa

34 16 | Iris-versicolor

50  0 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-virginica

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-setosa

Incorrectly clustered instances : 50.0 33.3333 %
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Visualizing clusterings in Weka

 Can see results for pairs of attributes at a time

– Marks indicate correctly or incorrectly clustered examples

– Only two dimensions: distances may be further than they appear

CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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Hierarchical Clustering

 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) has been reinvented 
many times. Intuitive: 

– Make each input point into an input cluster.
Repeat: merge closest pair of clusters, until a single cluster remains. 

To find k clusters: output 
clusters at step (n-k). 
View result as binary tree 
structure: leaves are input 
points, internal nodes 
correspond to clusters, 
merging up to root.
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Types of HAC

 How to measure distance between clusters to find the 
closest pair? 

– Single-link: d(C1, C2) = min d(c1 2 C1, c2 2 C2)
Can lead to “snakes”: long thin clusters, since each point is 
close to the next.  May not be desirable

– Complete-link: d(C1, C2) = max d(c1 2 C1, c2 2 C2)
Favors circular clusters… also may not be desirable

– Average-link: d(C1, C2) = avg d(c1 2 C1, c2 2 C2)
Often claimed to be better, but more expensive to 
compute…
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HAC Example

 Popular way to study 
e.g. gene expression 
data from microarrays

 Use the cluster tree to 
create a linear order of 
(high dimensional) data

 Cutting the tree at any 
level generates clusters

CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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Quality of HAC

 Given a Hierarchical clustering of points, find the clustering that 
maximizes D(C) – T(C), the Inter/Intra cluster distance. 

 Claim: This particular clustering is optimal for this objective

– However T and D are actually calculated (with some assumptions)

– For concreteness, set 
T(C) = max distance between pair of points in same cluster
D(C) = min distance between pair of points in different clusters

 Inductive proof: Either current clustering is optimal, or is a 
“refinement” of the best clustering, B

– C refines B if every cluster in C is a subset of a cluster in B

 Base case: all points in separate clusters is clearly a refinement 
of every other clustering, hence is refinement of best. 
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HAC Analysis

 Inductive case: Consider the merge of C1 and C2.  By inductive 
hypothesis, C1 µ B1, C2 µ B2 for some ‘best clusters’ B1 and B2

 Recall the inter- and intra- cluster distance

– D(B) is the minimum distance between clusters (inter-cluster)

– T(C) is the maximum distance within clusters (intra-cluster)

 (Easy Case) Suppose B1 = B2. 

– So C1 µ B1 and C2 µ B2

– Then merge of C1 and C2 is C1 [ C2 µ B1

– So the result remains a refinement of an optimal clustering 
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HAC Analysis

 Harder case: B1  B2

– D(C) = d(C1, C2)  Since we merge closest clusters

– ¸ d(B1, B2) As C1, C2 are within B1, B2 by Inductive Hypothesis

– ¸ D(B) Since D() takes min Inter distance

 Also, T(C) · T(B) since C is a refinement of B

 Hence (summing these inequalities) T(C) + D(B) · D(C) + T(B) 
and so D(B) – T(B) · D(C) – T(C)
– The objective is to maximize this quantity

 Since B is best clustering, C has as good or better cost – C must 
be the optimal (best) clustering for this objective!
– Keep in mind, this may not align with other measures of quality... 
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Interpretation

 We start with all points in their own clusters, clearly a 
refinement of the optimal. 

 We kept merging clusters: while we merged clusters in the 
same optimal cluster, it remains a refinement of the optimal. 

 As soon as we merge two clusters from different “optimal 
clusters”, can argue that the clustering is as good as optimal.

 Compute D(C), T(C) to find which is best, i.e. the optimal 

 We implicitly assumed some conditions needed on D, T. 
E.g. T(C) ¸ T(C’) if Cµ C’
If such conditions are met, HAC finds optimal 
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Cost of HAC

 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering can be costly to run: 
– Initially, there are Q(n2) inter-cluster distances to compute

– Each merge requires a new computation of distances involving the 
merged clusters

– Gives a cost of O(n3) for single-link and complete-link

– Average link can cost as much as O(n4) time 

 This limits scalability: with only few hundred thousand points, 
the clustering could take days or months
– Need clustering methods that take time closer to O(n) to allow 

processing of large data sets

 Practice: Try HAC on a larger data set (say, 1000+ examples)

– Compare the time taken for different choices of linkage
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Single link clustering in Weka

=== Run information ===

Scheme:weka.clusterers.HierarchicalClusterer -N 3 -L SINGLE -P -A 

"weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"

Relation:     iris

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0.17 seconds

Clustered Instances

0       49 ( 33%)

1        1 (  1%)

2      100 ( 67%)

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

49  1  0 | Iris-setosa

0  0 50 | Iris-versicolor

0  0 50 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 1 <-- No class

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-versicolor

Incorrectly clustered instances : 51.0 34      %
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Average link clustering in Weka

Scheme:weka.clusterers.HierarchicalClusterer -N 3 -L AVERAGE -P -A 

"weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"

Relation:     iris

Test mode:Classes to clusters evaluation on training data 

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0.08 seconds

Clustered Instances

0       50 ( 33%)

1       67 ( 45%)

2       33 ( 22%)

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

50  0  0 | Iris-setosa

0 50  0 | Iris-versicolor

0 17 33 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-versicolor

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-virginica

Incorrectly clustered instances : 17.0 11.3333 %
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Lloyd’s K-means

 Lloyd’s K-means: a simple and popular method for clustering

– Implicitly assumes data points are in Euclidean space

 K-means finds a local minimum of the objective function 

– Objective: (average) sum of squared distances from cluster centre

– Effectively, aims to minimize the intra-cluster variance

 Initialize by picking k points randomly from the data

 Repeatedly alternate two phases:

1. Assign each input point to its closest centre

2. Compute centroid of each cluster (average point)
Replace cluster centers with centroids

 Until process converges / hit a limit on number of iterations
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An Example of K-Means Clustering

K=2

Assign 
each 
point to 
closest 
centre

Update 
cluster 
centroids

Update 
cluster 
centroids

Reassign  objects
Loop if 
needed

34

The initial data set

Initialize with k points randomly 
from the data
Repeat:

1. Assign each point to its 
closest centre

2. Compute new centroid
of each cluster 

Until no change
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Why take the mean of the centroid?

 Claim: taking the mean of the points minimizes squared distance

– Data: n points with d dimensions, as matrix X

– Objective: find point p to minimize i=1
n ǁXi – pǁ2

2

 Observation: can write this as j=1
d i=1

n (Xi,j – pj)
2

– Can solve independently in each dimension

 Solve the one-dimensional problem: 

– Pick p to minimize i=1
n (xi – p)2 = (i=1

n xi
2 + p2n - 2pi=1

n xi )

– Differentiate w.r.t. p, set to zero: 2pn = 2 i=1
n xi

– Setting p as mean value minimizes the sum of squares distance 

 Similar to first result from regression
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Two different K-means Clusterings
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K-means issues

 Results not always ideal: 

– May converge on a local optimum, not the global best clustering

– If two centroids are close to each other, one can “swallow” the 
other, wasting a cluster

– Outliers can also use up clusters

– Depends on initial choice of centers: repetition can improve results

 Many variants proposed to try to address these issues

 Requires k to be known or specified up front (a common issue)

– Hard to tell what is best value of k to use

 Fast – each iteration takes time at most O(kn), typically requires 
only a few iterations to converge. 

+
+

+
Cluster “swallows” 
two centroids
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K-means evaluation in Weka

=== Run information ===

Scheme:weka.clusterers.SimpleKMeans -N 3 -A "weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last" 

-I 500 -S 10

Relation:     iris

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Number of iterations: 6

Within cluster sum of squared errors: 6.998114004826762

Missing values globally replaced with mean/mode

Cluster centroids:

Cluster#

Attribute      Full Data          0          1          2

(150)       (61)       (50)       (39)

=========================================================

sepallength 5.8433     5.8885      5.006     6.8462

sepalwidth 3.054     2.7377      3.418     3.0821

petallength 3.7587     4.3967      1.464     5.7026

petalwidth 1.1987      1.418      0.244     2.0795

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0.01 seconds
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k-Means evaluation in Weka

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Clustered Instances

0       61 ( 41%)

1       50 ( 33%)

2       39 ( 26%)

Class attribute: class

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

0 50  0 | Iris-setosa

47  0  3 | Iris-versicolor

14  0 36 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-versicolor

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-virginica

Incorrectly clustered instances : 17.0 11.3333 %
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Expectation Maximization (EM)

 Expectation Maximization is more general form of k-means

– Assume that the data is generated by some particular distribution

– Eg, by k Gaussian dbns with unknown mean and variance

 Expectation Maximization (EM) looks for parameters of the 
distribution that agree best with the data. 

 Also proceeds by repeating an alternating procedure: 

– Given current estimated dbn,
compute likelihood for each data point being in each cluster
Pr[ xi in cluster Cj | set of cluster parameters C1 … Ck]

– From likelihoods, data and clusters, recompute parameters of dbn
Compute parameters of cluster Cj | Pr[xi in C1], Pr[xi in C2] …

– Repeat until result stabilizes or after sufficient iterations
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Expectation Maximization

 Cost and details depend a lot on what model of the 
probability distribution is being used: 

– mixture of Gaussians, log-normal, Poisson, discrete, 
combination of all of these…

– Gaussians often easiest to work with, but is this a good fit for 
the data?

– Can more easily include categorical data, by fitting a discrete 
probability distribution to categorical attributes

 Result is a probability distribution assigning probability of 
membership to different clusters

– From this, can pick clustering based on maximum likelihood

 For deeper coverage, see CS909 Data Mining…
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EM in Weka

Scheme:weka.clusterers.EM -I 100 -N 3 -M 1.0E-6 -S 100

Relation:     iris

Test mode:Classes to clusters evaluation on training data 

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Number of clusters: 3

Cluster

Attribute           0       1       2

(0.41)  (0.33)  (0.25)

======================================

sepallength

mean          5.9275   5.006  6.8085

std. dev.     0.4817  0.3489  0.5339

sepalwidth

mean          2.7503   3.418  3.0709

std. dev.     0.2956  0.3772  0.2867

petallength

mean          4.4057   1.464  5.7233

std. dev.     0.5254  0.1718  0.4991

petalwidth

mean          1.4131   0.244  2.1055

std. dev.     0.2627  0.1061  0.2456

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0.36 seconds
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EM in Weka

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Clustered Instances

0       64 ( 43%)

1       50 ( 33%)

2       36 ( 24%)

Log likelihood: -2.055

Class attribute: class

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

0 50  0 | Iris-setosa

50  0  0 | Iris-versicolor

14  0 36 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-versicolor

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-virginica

Incorrectly clustered instances : 14.0 9.3333 %
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Density-based clustering methods

 Density-based methods seek clusters that are locally dense

– Dense meaning there are many data points per unit volume

– Separated by sparse regions of space

– Potentially allows finding complex cluster shapes

– May be more robust to noise

 Use a number of density parameters to determine when to 
extend a cluster
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Density Parameters

 Two commonly used parameters:

– Epsilon (e, eps): the radius to search for neighbours

 Based on distance function d()

– MinPts: the minimum number of points in the neighbourhood
of a point to extend the current cluster

 Define the e neighbourhood of a point q as 
Ne(q) = { p  data | d(p,q)  e }

 A point p is directly density reachable from q if p  Ne(q)
and |Ne(q)| MinPts
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Reachability

 Density-reachable: 
– A point p is density-reachable from  

point q (under e, MinPts) if there is a 
chain of points p1, …, pn, p1 = q, pn = p
and pi+1 is directly density-reachable 
from pi

– Not a symmetric notion
 Density-connected

– A point p is density-connected to a 
point q (under e, MinPts) if there is a 
point o such that both p and q are 
density-reachable from o

– A symmetric definition
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DBSCAN clustering algorithm

 Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise

– DBSCAN finds core point that have dense neighbourhoods

– Builds clusters out from core points based on reachability

– All core points in a cluster are density-connected

 All points are initially unvisited

 Repeat: find an unvisited point p

– Find all points density-reachable from p

– If no points are reachable, mark p as visited

 p may be a “border point” (non-core in a cluster) or “noise”

– Else, put all the found points into a cluster (and mark visited)

 Until all points are marked as visited
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DBSCAN pros and cons

 DBSCAN has several advantages

– Number of clusters is not a parameter

– Can find unusually shaped clusters

– Tolerant of noise

 Disadvantages of DBSCAN

– Setting parameters e and MinPts may not be intuitive

– Can be slow to execute, in higher dimensions

 May take O(n) time to find neighbours

 Each of n points visited once, so O(n2) total time

– Does not adapt to local variations in density

 Practice: repeat in Weka, vary the parameters e and MinPts

– How does DBSCAN scale with increasing data (say, 1000+ points)? 
CS910 Foundations of Data Analytics
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DBSCAN in Weka

=== Run information ===

Scheme:weka.clusterers.DBSCAN -E 0.12 -M 5 -I 

weka.clusterers.forOPTICSAndDBScan.Databases.SequentialDatabase -D 

weka.clusterers.forOPTICSAndDBScan.DataObjects.EuclideanDataObject

Relation:     iris

Test mode:Classes to clusters evaluation on training data 

DBSCAN clustering results

=======================================================================================

Clustered DataObjects: 150

Number of attributes: 4

Epsilon: 0.12; minPoints: 5

Index: weka.clusterers.forOPTICSAndDBScan.Databases.SequentialDatabase

Distance-type: weka.clusterers.forOPTICSAndDBScan.DataObjects.EuclideanDataObject

Number of generated clusters: 3

Elapsed time: .02

Time taken to build model (full training data) : 0.02 seconds
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DBSCAN evaluation in Weka

=== Model and evaluation on training set ===

Clustered Instances

0       45 ( 39%)

1       31 ( 27%)

2       38 ( 33%)

Unclustered instances : 36

Class attribute: class

Classes to Clusters:

0  1  2  <-- assigned to cluster

45  0  0 | Iris-setosa

0  3 37 | Iris-versicolor

0 28  1 | Iris-virginica

Cluster 0 <-- Iris-setosa

Cluster 1 <-- Iris-virginica

Cluster 2 <-- Iris-versicolor

Incorrectly clustered instances : 4.0 2.6667 %
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Clustering Summary

 Clustering aims to find meaningful groups in the data

 Many approaches to clustering

– More algorithmic: k-center

– Bottom-up: hierarchical agglomerative clustering

– Iterative: k-means, Expectation Maximization

– Density-based: DBSCAN

 Can use Weka to perform clustering, characterize clusters

 Recommended reading:

– Chapter 10, 11.1 (Cluster analysis, basic concepts and methods, 
EM) in Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques" (Han, Kamber, Pei)
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